Policing the Mentally Ill

Location: Live course immersion from the location of your choice!

Date: August 26-27, 2020  Time: 0800-1700

2-Days/ $280.00

Enriched training for patrol, NARCS, jail, & dispatch includes:

- Developing active-listening skills; specialized for risk reduction with the mentally ill
- Breaking down the myths of post-traumatic stress disorder: what it is & what it’s not
- Applicable responses to trained combatants with mental illness
- Protecting you & your agency from officer involved shootings with the mentally ill
- A street sheet™: field-expeditious guide for quick recall of crisis risk and response;
- Fine-tune your verbal response to drug and alcohol induced psychosis
- Participation in scenario-based exercises mimicking tomorrow’s field contacts
- Understanding “personal crisis” during suicide responses, including suicide-by-cop
- Identifying multiple physical, verbal, and mental clues supporting your actions

See more info & register here!

Related Presentations

We deal with mentally ill every day in our job; change the way, they respond to us!

For questions, please contact nick ramos at nickramos@trainpsa.org or 505-573-9672.

Payments: Checks made payable to “public safety alliance”; credit cards are processed online.

For seat availability & more training click here!

www.trainpsa.org